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HB 3946 lID 1 would provide for a thirty-day public review period for
envirornnental assessments prepared pursuant to section 343-5, HRS, would
require written responses to public comments, and would reduce from 60 to 30
days the time during which a judicial proceeding concerning the necessity
for an EIS may be initiated.
our statement on this measure does not constitute an institutional
position of the University of Hawaii.
HB 3946 lID 2 incorporates reccnmne.med amendments provided by the
Envirornnental center in testimony on earlier drafts of the bill. We fully
concur with the amended language of this bill. 'Ihese changes reflect
recommendations made in our 1991 study of the Hawaii state EIS System,
particularly with regard to the long-standing need for a process of public
review of envirornnental assessments. We note that there is no time inteJ::val
specified for the response of the agency or the applicant to written
connnents. This allows the agency full discretiuon over the degree of effort
necessary to respond appropriately to public comments. Should the response
be straightforward, this interval can thus be as short as a few days.
A mnnber of other amendments have been proposed this session which
atteIrpt to address the EA review issue, including an administration bill
which establishes a twenty-day review period and shortens the window for
judicial review from sixty to thirty days. '!he rationale for the
administration measure is that the process may be accommodated without
adding any time to the present process. We have expressed concerns that,
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1) twenty days for review is insufficient, and;
2) the iJnplicit ten-day i.nteJ:val for agency/applicant response and
decisiornnaking is insufficient in the event that substantive
concerns are voiced during the public review period.
We anticipate that objections will be voiced to a proposed procedural change
which adds any time at all to the existing requirements. unquestionably,
there is substantial pressure from the development canmn.mity to preserve the
existing limit on the time necessary for the ministerial and discretioncu:y
aspects of the FAjEIS process. The economic argument that developers I costs
are unnecessarily inflated by additional time appears to us to be specious.
After all, what is the long tenn cost of a bad decision? one might note the
$6 million cost to the taxpayers for the inadequate assessment of the
significance of burial grounds at Honokohua on Maui, or the additional costs
incurred to the developers of the D.1ty Free Shopping Plaza in Waikiki when,
after receiving a Negative Detennination from the OW, it was found that
dewatering the construction site resulted in stroctural damage to adjacent
buildings. In each of these cases, disclosure and public review pursuant to
reconunend.ations of our 1991 EIS system report would have saved time and
money.
We errg;masize, once again, that the purpose of Chapter 343 is to provide
an effective mechanism for information disclosure and public review, thereby
allowing for iJnproved decisiornnaking. We strongly suggest that the public I s
interest is better served by providing the time necessary to arrive at the
best possible decision than by adhering to an arbitrary time limit which has
proven problematic.
